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Introduction
In mammals, the zygote and early blastomeres are totipotent, 

whereas other cells possess less or no multi-lineage differentiation 
capacity [1]. It is thought that by better understanding the mystery 
underlying this cell behaviour, based on the architecture and kinetics of 
the cell information content, the promise of regenerative medicine can 
be fulfilled. However, instead of focusing on this, scientists have tried to 
find other ways to generate specialized cells. Eventually, their efforts led 
to new technologies that ostensibly enabled somatic cells to be 
reprogrammed into target cells. Currently, a majority of scientists 
believe that such reprogrammed cells are a promising source of cells for 
use in regenerative medicine. However, this hope may not be realized as 
expected because claims for both in vivo and in vitro observations of cell 
plasticity have remained highly controversial. These discrepancies may 
relate in part to cell-detection and cell-tracking strategies or differences 
in the sources of the original cells, cell purification techniques, or the 
approaches used to distinguish different cell-transformation and 
response processes [2-5]. Regardless of such contradictory evidence, the 
reprogramming process has been unsuccessful in many experimental 
instances that, because of the bias toward reporting ‘‘positive’’ results, 
either have been underreported or were reported but received less 
attention [5-15]. This failure is only half of the story. The other half is 
that even in cases of apparently successful reprogramming of cells, in 
addition to faulty reprogramming [16-21], the overall magnitude of 
reprogramming has been notoriously low [see Table S1 in the 
Supplemental Data available with this article], and some of the claims 
have proven difficult to reproduce in other laboratories, despite the use 
of similar or identical experimental paradigms [6,7,22]. Moreover, the 
published conclusions of some studies [15,23-25] have not been 
convincingly supported by the presented data [26], and because of 
potential errors, such as flaws in the experimental design or 
misinterpretations of data, much refinement and characterization of 
reprogrammed cells as well as their functionality and durability are 
necessary. For example, some tissues exhibit high levels of auto-
fluorescence that can account for false positive results. This property, 
rather than the incorporation of donor cells, might explain the detection 
of fluorescent protein marker expression in recipient tissues [27]. Such 
auto-fluorescence can be particularly problematic when trans-
differentiation of adult stem cells into non-autochthonous cell types is 
investigated in vivo. The fixation conditions and some auto-fluorophores, 
such as lipofuscin and flavin, may be responsible for the phenomenon of 
autofluorescence [7,27,28]. The production of lipofuscin appears to be 

symptomatic of membrane damage or damage to mitochondria and 
lysosomes, which are not unexpected in the damaged tissue of the 
recipient or during cell manipulation. Even if the experimental design is 
perfect, the temporary expression of a limited set of marker genes, as 
used in most studies, is often insufficient evidence from which to 
conclude that a cell has been permanently converted to a true stem cell 
or a new state of cellular differentiation. This behaviour, also known as 
‘‘cellular mimicry,’’ may be spontaneous or can arise from a cellular 
stress response [1,20,29-33]. The case in point is the activation of 
commonly used neural markers such as β-tubulin III, nestin, and 
NeuroD1 in skin or bone marrow-derived cells, which can reflect the 
cellular stress that occurs in response to removing cells from their 
particular microenvironments (or “niches”) rather than demonstrating 
true trans-differentiation into the neural lineage [32,33]. In another 
case, it was revealed that myogenic conversion following the 
overexpression of the MyoD gene in muscle-unrelated cells is temporary 
[20,30]. Therefore, the dogma of irreversibility in cellular differentiation 
of terminally differentiated cells [34] appears to still be valid but not in 
as strict a form as previously thought. It is likely that cellular 
differentiation exhibits non-linear features of a bi-stable switch model of 
memory and mimicry, and either of these may predominate, depending 
on the external conditions [35]. Similarly, multipotent stem cells 
reversibly switch between states of dormancy and self-renewal [36]. 
Because quiescence has been postulated to protect stem cells from 
acquiring carcinogenic mutations, to hamper stem-cell exhaustion [36], 
and to increase cell resistance to anti-proliferative chemotherapeutic 
agents [37,38], it might make sense to postulate that the dormant state is 
the same state of temporary mimicry in which stem cells look like other 
cells. A similar dual property, known as meta-stability, has also been 
assumed for the pluripotent state [39]. Perhaps some of the contradictions 
and uncertainties in the literature related to the reliability of cell markers 
are attributable to the various cell-switch models noted above. For 
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instance, Lengner and colleagues (2007) reviewed numerous studies 
that had reported the critical role of Oct4 in somatic stem cell self-
renewal and pluripotency. By contrast, this research group, using tissue-
specific ablation of Oct4, a transgenic Oct4-IRES-EGFP reporter, and 
quantitative RT-PCR, provided strong evidence suggesting that Oct4 
expression is not required for somatic stem-cell function in several 
somatic tissues, including bone marrow (mesenchymal and 
hematopoietic lineages), intestinal epithelium, brain, liver, and hair 
follicles40. They argued that the Oct4 signals might be due to noise from 
the detection method, the presence of active Oct4 pseudogenes, or the 
expression of similar Pou-domain family members. In parallel, Liedtke 
et al. (2007) demonstrated that PCR detection of human Oct4 in cord 
blood and peripheral blood mononuclear cells is an artifact that is 
presumably caused by the amplification of Oct4 retropseudogenes or 
genomic DNA contamination [40,41]. However, unexpectedly, Oct4 
expression was found to be absent in a number of pluripotent cells of the 
inner cell mass and was aberrantly expressed in trophoblast cells of the 
cloned blastocyst [19]. If so, and if cultivated cells can show temporary 
mimicry behaviors, then the use of Oct4 expression as a surrogate 
marker for induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells is also of dubious value. 
Similarly, the actual nature of the donor cells in somatic cell nuclear 
transfer (SCNT) is still not completely clear. SCNT is the sole 
reprogramming technology that can produce cloned animals. To our 
knowledge, animal cloning by nuclear transfer has been applied to more 
than 20 different species; however, it remains markedly inefficient (Table 
S1). Claims for the generation of cloned animals using single-step 
nuclear transfer from terminally differentiated donor cells are not only 
based on poor and ambiguous evidence but are also redundant, given 
previous findings. Because, in the absence of stable markers that 
unambiguously identify fully differentiated cells, the use of a 
heterogeneous population of donor cells [9,42-44], and the greater 
amenability of less-differentiated cells to epigenetic reprogramming 
[1,10,45] do not exclude the possibility that only rare stem cells present 
in the donor-cell samples could serve as donors for the very low 
percentage of viable clones, which is in contrast to what has been 
assumed previously [10,46-49]. Moreover, because only totipotent stem 
cells have the potential to give rise to all cells of an organism, including 
embryonic and extra-embryonic tissues [50], interestingly, it is claimed 
that a small percentage of adult or differentiated cells remain totipotent 
[9,44]. Hence, additional testing is required to confirm or discredit the 
previous ambiguous results. In this regard, several research groups have 
claimed success in producing monoclonal mice from mature immune 
cells [23] and from post-mitotic neurons [15,24] using a two-step 
cloning approach. In this procedure, ES cell lines are derived from 
cloned blastocysts, and the cloned mice are then generated from the ES-
cell lines via tetraploid complementation. Although their results 
unequivocally demonstrated that highly differentiated cells can be 
reprogrammed, because the number of live offspring was quite low 
(~0.001%) [51], the possible involvement of stem cells as donors for the 
generation of cloned blastocysts cannot be completely ruled out. 
Regardless of this possibility, it is unlikely that correct reprogramming 
occurred in these cases. First, using ES-cell intermediates in the second 
step may have allowed time for extra reprogramming [51]. Second, 
because placental problems are one of the most consistent defects in 
cloned mammals [24,52,53] the existence of correct nuclear 
reprogramming in placental tissues was not assessed.

Many Steps in An Erroneous Direction
Further modifications to cell reprogramming techniques and 

manipulations of culture conditions may not be able to significantly 
improve the applicability of reprogramming approaches in regenerative 

medicine. Although it seems unlikely, in vitro systems that are 
similar to real tissue environments are the best that we can hope to 
develop. However, the deficiency and inefficiency of reprogramming 
strategies are fundamentally different problems than achieving an 
optimal reprogramming system. This is because the current methods 
of pluripotent reprogramming, including the formation of iPS cells 
and SCNT, are not applicable for in vivo regeneration. Additionally, 
although lineage reprogramming, which includes dedifferentiation and 
transd-ifferentiation, can apparently be achieved in vivo, it carries an 
oncogenic risk [50], and its efficiency is very low (Table S1) and even 
inefficient in many cases. For example, purified hematopoietic stem cells 
(HSCs) failed to generate cardiomyocytes when directly transplanted 
into the myocardium [5,11]. Similarly, engrafted bone marrow cells did 
not transdifferentiate into neural cells [12], and intravenously infused 
neural stem cells did not contribute to hematopoiesis6. Moreover, in 
chimeric animals generated by the transplantation of a single green 
fluorescent protein-marked HSC, it has been rigorously shown that 
transdifferentiation of circulating HSCs into non-hematopoietic cells, 
including those of brain, kidney, gut, liver, and muscle, is an extremely 
rare event, if it occurs at all [7]. Even the physiological differentiation 
of transplanted adult stem cells occurred with very low efficiency in 
allogeneic recipients [54]. Neither exogenous nor endogenous cells could 
significantly reprogram to other lineages. An example of a recent finding 
in support of this notion is the direct conversion of pancreatic exocrine 
cells into endocrine ß cells in vivo using the bHLH transcription factor 
Neurogenin 3 in combination with Mafa and Pdx1 [55]. Nevertheless, 
in this case, a significant number of the transfected exocrine cells did 
not switch to insulin-producing β cells. In another in vivo study, Qian 
et al. claimed to have performed virus-based cardiac reprogramming; 
however, the reprogramming occurred at a low frequency, similar to 
that observed in vitro Nygren et al. [56] used highly sensitive methods to 
detect low levels of mobilized hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells in 
mice that had experienced myocardial infarction. Intriguingly, they did 
not observe any increase in peripheral blood cellularity or progenitor/
stem cell activity. They also found no evidence for the trapping of 
potentially mobilized cells in the damaged myocardium or spleen of 
the infarcted mice [57]. Therefore, considering these studies and the 
very low efficiency of the different reprogramming techniques and their 
dire consequences, it seems unwise to apply these strategies clinically. 
Perhaps it is due to shortcomings such as these that scientists have so far 
failed to translate many of the claimed laboratory advances into clinically 
useful therapies. However, many companies and clinics throughout the 
world, such as in the United States, Japan, China, Russia, and Thailand, 
have injected paying customers with unproven preparations, regardless 
of the fact that the US Food and Drug Administration has not approved 
any such cell treatment for routine clinical use [58,59]. It will be very 
interesting to identify the main hurdle that is holding legal, ethical and 
efficient clinical cell therapy back. As an answer to this question, the 
author has developed the cell memory disc (CMD) theory [60-62]. 
Based on the new version, which is also called the ‘every cell theory’, this 
issue may be closely related to CMD fluidity.

CMD Fluidity
Theoretically, the basic unit of body structure consists of two 

stereotypical and radical pictures, the cell and the CMD, respectively. 
They are two dissimilar faces of the same coin. Every CMD in an 
organism gradually develops from various memorized layers of genetic, 
epigenetic, and non-genetic information [see Glossary] [60]. The 
information carried by the CMD has a unique architecture at any given 
moment, a feature that is called CMD fluidity. A biological cell, with 
the help of CMD fluidity, is able to exhibit different morphologies that 
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may or may not be detectable by routine methods. The cell’s detectable 
morphologies are represented by the forms of cell diversity and 
heterogeneity, while the undetectable forms seem to be similar. As every 
cell theory supposes the atom to be the building block of information, 
quantum mechanics may help to explain the fluid nature of the CMD, at 
least through the total atomic spin of the cell’s atomic structure, which 
is not constant over time and space and determines all cell behaviours. 
It is possible that the cell’s bistability and metastability [35,39] are 
two reflections by which the CMD expresses its fluid nature. On the 
other hand, considering entropy and chirality [see Glossary], even in a 
population of apparently similar cells that express a particular marker, 
their CMDs may be arranged differently on the atomic and molecular 
levels. This means that attempts to apply one or even a limited set of 
cellular signatures are misguided and that there may be no completely 
reliable and specific cell marker. 

Niche-specific signals can contribute to CMD fluidity, a property 
that is usually undetectable in the primary niche but detectable when 
the cell moves to other niches, either in vitro or in vivo. Cell isolation 
and cultivation can easily place a cell into a new niche, and similar 
to the scenario in invertebrates [63], cell migration from one in vivo 
niche to another is also likely. Metaphorically, the CMD’s layers and the 
niche are similar to a piano’s keys and musical notation, respectively. 
This is also reminiscent of paintings of doors by Georgia O'Keeffe [see 
Glossary]. Based on CMD fluidity, in addition to similar cells in different 
tissues, a population of a particular cell type within a given tissue or in 
a cell suspension may represent a spectrum of cells with heterogeneous 
CMDs. This important theoretical notion is in accordance with previous 
reports describing the heterogeneity of differentiated cells. Neuronal 
diversity in the olfactory sensory epithelium [24] serves as an example 
in this regard. It also appears that, due to cell heterogeneity resulting 
from the cell’s information fluidity, chromatin changes associated with 
reprogramming do not occur homogenously in all cells transduced 
with reprogramming factors, and therefore, the reprogramming of 
individual differentiated cells within a given population seems to be 
completely random [50]. The highly significant differences between the 
gene expression profiles of several lineage-specific stem cells [64,65] 
and the different capabilities of stem and progenitor cells within a 
tissue or in culture [32,36,66] suggest that cell heterogeneity is not 
merely limited to the CMDs of differentiated cells. CMD heterogeneity 
can be observed even within highly blank CMDs. In support of this 
assertion, it has been demonstrated that, in addition to the distinct 
self-renewal probabilities and differing developmental potentials, the 
expression levels of key factors, such as Nanog, are highly variable 
in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [67,68]. CMD fluidity highlights the 
difference between the CMDs of human cells and those of equivalent 
cells from laboratory animals that makes it difficult to extrapolate lab 
animal results to clinical practice. For example, it has been shown that 
human ESCs are phenotypically and functionally distinct from mouse 
ESCs [69-72].

Conclusion and Perspectives
In summary, based on CMD fluidity, some laboratory facts can 

be misleading. The future of regenerative therapy thus, in addition to 
unbiased factualism, depends on CMD-based regenerative strategies 
that are currently being developed. However, many details about the 
architecture and kinetics of the CMD during cell damage and repair 
must be deciphered if we expect to make significant progress in 
regenerative medicine.
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